1988 suzuki samurai engine

Thorley Headers High performance ignition systems for your Suzuki. Sick of the clicketty click?
This little kit eliminates the common problem of the starter not getting enough juice. Samurai
Carburetor Rebuild Kit 1. This combination system puts our best three upgrades into one single
discounted package Isky cams are the best of the best. No imitations, no substitutes. All other
shops try and copy this design, but they just don't get it right. The miracle cure for hesitating
engines. A little known Suzuki factory part Megafilter This system really opens up your intake to
maximize airflow and assist with engine power. Valve cover and Breather vents With a cool
twist. Suzuki Factory replacement pieces for your Samurai. Click here if you are looking for
Suzuki factory repair parts on your Zuk. No copy-cat, no imitation Heavy Duty thick gaskets for
your header. Eliminates the cheap paper gaskets that come with all aftermarket headers. Online
Support. Samurai Engine Parts and Conversions. The easiest engine swap on the market. Get a
"Big Block" for your Samurai. Pure, unadulterated, unrestrained The V6 Chevy Vortech is the
final answer to any power junkee's question. Hood Louver kits for cooler running engines.
Safari Snorkel kits for the Samurai. Samurai Radiator Hose Kit. Complete engine rebuild kits for
your Samurai. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript
enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Rest assured that your order
is our top priority. As a result, we are currently unable to refund shipping costs in the event
your order delivery is delayed. Register or login here. By far the easiest and most simple way of
increasing the ponies from your Samurai Engine. CV Carburetors flow better, run on angles
better and increase efficiency better than any carburetor available for the Samurai. If you are
putting a 1. This adapter makes it possible to use the 1. If you are looking for the most complete
engine adapter kit for your Samurai, you have found it. This kit adapts the popular 1. If you are
looking at adding a few more ponies to your powerplant, high compression pistons help in a big
way. These are high quaility, long lasting pistons without the standard bevel in the top of the
piston. This adds a little more compression to the mix for a little more power and when your
only starting with 60 horse power, a little bit goes along way! Please wait Advanced Search. My
Account Log In Policies. Products Toggle Navigation. Shop By. Shopping Options. Show Less
Show More. Engine Upgrade and Performance. We warehouse a large inventory of upgrade
parts and accessories to help your engine out. Show 5 per page 10 per page 15 per page 20 per
page 25 per page All per page. Items 1 to 20 of 35 total. New and Improved. The absolute best
quality header made for the 8V Samurai's, Sidekicks and Trackers. This is the last header you
will ever need to buy! The brand new T. It's also port matched to work on the Suzuki's
rectangular exhaust port. Other headers use a round port. What does that match? The header
also features a 02 sensor port at the 3-bolt flange. The Low Range Off Road header adds
horsepower and increases fuel economy. Learn More. What makes this sidedraft carburetor kit
different? Suzuki Samurai 1. Samurai 1. Genuine Suzuki replacement for Suzuki Samurai 1. This
is replacement belt of our GM alternator swap kit. Samurai Silicone Radiator Hose Kits will
provide your engine with a one-of-a-kind advantage in performance and style. Add some horses
back to your motor as well as keep it nice and cool. Flex-A-Lite did not make this specifically for
the Samurai, but it sure looks like it was. If you have replaced your mechanical fuel pump with
an electric fuel pump this is needed. A lot of the time the EGR tubes are plugged from years of
usage and the valve may not even be working. Fits: Suzuki Samurai Learn More. The world
famous Weber Carburetors are a good street and low angle use Carburetor for the Samurai. The
Thorley Exhaust Header will give your engine a noticeable power boost making it the most
common engine modification on the market. Every header is now Stainless Steel for extreme
corrosion resistance and high heat resistance. Covers all U. The stock Samurai Alternator is
only rated at 45 Amps. When running aftermarket lights and electrical components, you can
have a little trouble getting all of them to work at full capacity. Your factory headlights may even
be running a little dim. This is why most choose the only economical option to these issues
This kit is what you need after you have the GM Alternator Bracket. Correctly clocked alternator,
correct belt, and correct connector for the alternator is included in this kit. Bolt Checkout. Sign
in Please enter your email below and we will send you a new password. Login Forgot Your
Password? Create New Account. Back to Form Login Send Password. Back to Form Login
Submit. Other Social Login. We carry a wide-ranging catalog of used Suzuki engines for all
applications including gas and diesel engines. Purchase from us and get an industry leading
warranty on used engines and transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle,
Transfer Case Assembly, and Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year
warranty from the date of purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and
used transmission on our website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and
we will find perfect used engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the
prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select Year. Select
Engine Size. Search Engine. Description : Gas Engine Suzuki Swift. Fits : 1. Stock Number :

TCK. More Information. Description : Gas Engine Suzuki Equator. Fits : 4. Stock Number : TCL.
Fits : 2. Stock Number : TCM. Stock Number : TCG. You will be surprised at the prices we quote,
as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US To find the best quality used engines
and used transmission or submit inquiry from. Looking for more power? A common engine
swap is to swap out the Suzuki Samurai 1. Suzuki 1. The 1. The 8-valve 1. The valve 1. You can
re-use your stock 1. When gathering parts for your conversion keep in mind that and up motors
are OBDII and will not be smog legal for California. On and up donor vehicles you will need to
get the second 02 sensor portion of the wiring harness. You will need the motor, wiring harness,
everything attached to the wiring harness, instrument cluster and air cleaner assembly. Grab
the catalytic converter if you can. If you want to use the valve 1. Check Out: Parts Needed From
a Sidekick or Tracker:. The donor vehicles wiring harness will need to be modified for use in the
Samurai as well as the Samurai speedometer which will need the speed sensor from the donor
vehicle adapted to it. Even without modification to your engine you can expect to gain up to 25
horsepower over the stock 1. Installation Overview:. The engine swap is easier if you remove
the engine and transmission together. Remove all of the wiring, cables, lines and hoses from
the engine. Remove the air box, disconnect and remove the battery, and label all the wiring and
components so you know what it is later. Drain the radiator and transmission oil. Finally,
remove the fan, shroud, and radiator. The engine and transmission is removed by removing the
4 14mm motor mount bolts, 2 12mm transmission crossmember bolts, and the 2 14mm bolts
that hold the brace below the tranny. Make sure you remove the ground from the starter. Once
the engine and transmission is out, you can remove the starter and separate the engine and
transmission. This is a good time to replace the clutch, pressure plate, and throw-out bearing.
Now you can install the adapter kit. This involves installing the adapter plate to the new engine
and reattaching the Samurai transmission. Install the new passenger side motor mount and
drivers side motor mount shim. Now you can drop the new motor and transmission in to the
Samurai. The engine and transmission bolts back in to the stock locations. Reinstall the
Samurai radiator. One side of the box bolts to the side of the fenderwell using the original air
box mount. The other side will need to be braced with a piece of metal. You can use a piece of
flat stock and bend it in to shape. The ignition coil can be mounted to the firewall on the
passengers side at the mounting location for the steel vacuum line that goes from the manifold
to the brake booster. Remove the 10mm bolt and reinstall it through the coil bracket and the
hard line mount with the coil wire facing the distributor. The distributor wire to the coil was
about 6 inches too short so the coil wire from the 1. Now install the wiring harness you had
modified by Trail Tough. Route the harness through the large grommet hole above the battery
and into the passengers side kick panel where the ECM will be mounted. Mount the ECM
securely using rubber grommets for isolators. This modification is necessary for your ECM to
control the motor properly and it also keeps the sensor light from coming on. Now you can
install the ECM. You can do this by:. Getting a complete fuel tank from a or newer Samurai
which has the pump already built in the tank. Purchase a new electric fuel pump which could be
mounted outside the tank under the body or on the frame rail. You can use an external fuel
pump from an 89 Ford F Cut
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the complete fuel pump mounting plate and pump out of a Tracker gas tank and weld it into the
Samurai gas tank. All lines need to be double hose clamped due to the higher fuel pressure. For
the fuel line connections, you can use high pressure rubber fuel line between the motor and
Samurai hard line. Make sure you use fuel line clamps so they clamp evenly all around the hose
without digging into the hose. Double clamp all the connections. Insert a fuel filter between the
fuel tank and fuel pump. Run the fuel pump wiring into the engine compartment through the
grommet above the battery and into the passenger compartment. Connect it to the fuel pump
relay near the ECM. Since the 1. Others have cut down the cable bracket, took off the support
for the crossover tube, and adjusted my hood latch up as far as it would go and put some
washers under the rubber stops to space them down. Using the Trail tough body bushings or
body mount spacers is probably your best bet. Installation Overview: 1.

